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Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. New 2020 Allin1 Pump Strap, Stopper,
Cover Lid, Carry Pouch, AirTight Vacuum Sealed. BPA FreeRegister a free business account Please
try your search again later.We have a full range for you and your baby, from breastfeeding to bottle
feeding, pacifiers and toddler cups. Philips Avent is here to help you build a healthy start for a happy
baby!We know when you are comfortable and relaxed, your milk flows more easily. This pump is
created with comfort in mind Sit comfortably with no need to lean forward and let our soft massage
cushion gently stimulate your milk flow. Lightweight, compact design for a busy mom. Easy to clean
and assembleYour milk will flow straight into the bottle, even when you are sitting up straight. This
means you can sit more comfortably and feel more relaxed, which is proven to help your milk
flow.The soft and velvety texture of the massage cushions feel warm and comfortable against your
skin, which can help stimulate milk flow. And cushion, with its massaging petals, is designed to
mimic your babys suckling action, which can help milk letdown.Just another way we can make like a
little easier.The nipples shape and feel mimics the breast making the transition easy from
breastfeeding to bottle.New 2020 Allin1 Pump Strap, Stopper, Cover Lid, Carry Pouch, AirTight
Vacuum Sealed. BPA Free Unlike breast pumps that only operate properly when you lean forward,
the Philips AVENT Comfort Manual Breast Pump allows you to sit comfortably upright as you pump,
while the pumps angled neck lets milk flow naturally from breast to bottle. When you are able to
relax, you can produce more milk. This manual pump is great for moms who want to pump either at
home or on the go.http://epowerofsales.com/images/craig-13-tv-manual.xml

breast pump avent manual, breast pump avent manual review, breast pump avent
manual natural, breast pump philips avent manual, avent breast pump manual price,
avent breast pump manual how to use, avent breast pump manual comfort, review
breast pump philips avent manual, avent breast pump manual instructions, avent
single electric breast pump manual, 1.0.

It features a soft massage cushion with 5 textured petals intended to help gently stimulate milk flow
by mimicking your babys natural suckling patterns. An ergonomic handle and lightweight, compact
design makes it easy to operate with one hand. The collection container that connects to the pump
also works as a bottle with the included natural, breastshaped nipple. The nipple makes
transitioning between breast and bottle easier for your baby by encouraging comfortable latch on.
The breast pump also features an uncomplicated design with only a few parts that can all be washed
in the dishwasher. It can also be sterilized using a Philips AVENT steam sterilizer or by boiling in
water for 5 minutes.This BPA free manual pump is great for moms who want to pump either at home
or on the go. It features a soft, textured massage cushion to help gently stimulate milk flow, an
ergonomic handle you can operate with one hand, and a lightweight, compact design. View larger.
Textured massage cushion for comfort. View larger. Express sitting upright. View larger. Container
converts for feeding. View larger. The Philips AVENT Comfort Manual Breast Pump comes with a
Natural bottle and Natural Nipple for easy feeding. View larger. Sit Comfortably Upright While You
Pump Unlike breast pumps that only operate properly when you lean forward, the Philips AVENT
Comfort Manual Breast Pump allows you to sit comfortably upright as you pump. The breast pumps
angled neck lets milk flow naturally from breast to bottle while you relax. And when youre able to
relax it has a positive effect on your milk flow and quantity produced. Massage Cushion Stimulates
Milk Flow The pump features a soft cushion with five textured petals intended to gently help
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stimulate milk flow. The cushion mimics your babys natural suckling patterns to stimulate milk flow
and make pumping more comfortable. This cushion fits a majority of moms, but a large cushion is
sold separately.http://ghefoot.com/fckeditor_userfiles/craig-1gb-mp3-player-manual.xml

Includes New Natural Bottle and Natural Nipple To help prevent wasted milk, the collection
container that connects to the pump also works as a bottle with the included natural, breastshaped
nipple. This nipple makes transitioning between breast and bottle easier for your baby by
encouraging comfortable latchon. Ergonomic Handle and Other UserFriendly Features The breast
pump has an uncomplicated design with only a few parts that are easily assembled and an
ergonomic handle for comfortable positioning and operation with one hand. When its time for
cleanup, all parts can be washed in the dishwasher. The pumps compact size makes it ideal for
storage and discreet use. It can be sanitized using a Philips AVENT steam sterilizer or by boiling in
water for five minutes. Continue Breastfeeding, Even On the Go The Philips AVENT Comfort Manual
Breast Pump is compatible with other Philips AVENT products, including Natural and Classic bottles
and milk storage containers, which means you can pump whenever and wherever and save milk for
later use. About Philips AVENT Since 1984, Philips AVENT has been designing and manufacturing
products that are inspired by nature and developed through extensive research and clinical trials.
Now, as part of the Philips Group, Philips AVENT produces innovative solutions that make feeding
and caring for your baby easier. The Philips AVENT product range includes breastfeeding,
bottlefeeding, toddler feeding, baby monitors, and newborn gifts. The products are designed to fit
your busy life and make it easier for you to make the best choices for your baby. Whats in the Box
One Philips AVENT Comfort Manual Breast Pump, one standardsized cushion, one 4ounce Natural
bottle, and one Natural newborn nipple.

Learn More Manufacturer Video Videos for related products 144 Click to play video NUK Expressive
Manual Breastpump Manufacturer Video Next page Upload your video Video Customer Review The
5 Best Manual Breast Pumps See full review BestReviews Onsite Associates Program Open box
contents brand new Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Please try again later. JT 5.0 out of 5 stars My wife swears by this pump after weve
bought a few that didnt last or live up to the task. We bought it based on so many good reviews
overall, but it Did make that horrendous squeaking sound shortly after buying it. My wife uses a lot
of organic coconut oil on her skin to prevent soreness, also puts the stuff in her hair loves it. Being
the garage repair guy type, I told her a squeak needs grease. So I popped off the little pump lever
and put a little coconut oil on the pivot pin and in the hole of the lever where it catches the pump
piston pin Squeak begone it has never squeaked again. So for the rest of you gals, you can conduct
your affairs quietly now without making more noise than a busted chainsaw in the ladys room. She
likes this one because it is very compact, fits in her purse, doesnt make any noise now, cleans easily,
and she can generate plenty of suction to get the job done without getting carpal tunnel it takes her
far less time than with the last one. My wife is so pleased with this one she just pops it out and
pumps while Im driving and is done quite fast. Good for people with fast paced lives everybody.
Hope this review was useful.They both are great in their own ways. I get about the same amount of
milk between the two and my letdown takes about the same amount of time I can get the same
amount of milk in 10 minutes from both.

http://www.raumboerse-luzern.ch/mieten/4-way-manual-driver-s-seat

What I like about this Philips Avent is it is easier to clean and I can also sit in a more reclined
position vs.The cons with the Avent is my hand tires quicker than it does with my medela and it is
noisier. I feel like the pumping on the medela is slightly easier, but my hand has adapted quickly
using the Avent. I dont think you can go wrong with either, but if I had to choose which one I like
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better it would be this one, The Philips Avent because I do feel like it is easier to clean and I can sit
in a more relaxed position pumping.Im a First time and pumping only mom. I had been using an
Ameda Purely Yours double electric breast pump, an expensive and time consuming machine with
rigid hard plastic and varying efficiency. It would take an average of 2030 minutes to express 4oz. A
friend recommended that I get a manual pump for times when I have to be away from home for more
than 3 hours or for in case of emergencies or power outages. I picked the Comfort manual pump
because, 1. The gel pad looked squishy and comfy and lord knows my aching breasts needed some
comfort. 2. The price was more than reasonable, as a new mom and a grad student I need to be
really careful how much money I spend. 3. Its portable and comes with everything you need to feed
your baby on the go. It comes with a nipple attachment and covers for the flange and nipple. 4. It is
far from taxing on my hands. It requires very little effort to express large quantities of milk rapidly. I
can express 4oz from one breast in 4.5 minutes. Yes I timed it 5. Super quiet and no tubes, wire or
hoses. In short, since I received this pump I havent touched my electric pump and likely wont be
using it again unless something happens to my Comfort Manual pump. It has replaced my main
electric pump. One of the best purchases Ive made for my daughter and myself.Saves my
sanity.Pieces are easy to assemble and clean and the silicone pad for the flange does make it a tiny
bit more comfortable.

http://pakersan.com/images/92fs-owners-manual.pdf

Small, discreet, quiet, and lightweight. Perfect for travel, or in my case, daily pumps at work. Tip for
use once you let down just hold down the lever and ride out the flow. You do not have to constantly
be squeezing the lever to pump milk until towards the end of your session.I did not want to spend a
lot of money because I am mainly formula feeding. I saw the great reviews so decided to give this
product a shot. I have tried other manual and electric pumps in the past and this was the MOST
comfortable thing I have ever tried. It also worked REALLY well, way better than I expected for a
manual pump. I love how compact it is and how easy it is to use. I highly recommend this
product.But you can also hear how noisy it is. I just received this pump yesterday, and this is my first
time using it. After five minutes it started squeaking loudly. I definitely can’t use it while the babe is
sleeping, or if I want to be even mildly discreet.I have a Spectra electric pump I got from my
insurance company and I felt like I was attached to that thing for hours unable to do anything else. I
was sick of hauling it up and down the stairs and being completely tethered to one spot, and it was
hard to pump enough if we were out of the house for one reason or another. I was missing sessions
and my supply was suffering. I was at my wits end ready to give it all up when my mom suggested
looking at getting a manual pump. This pump saved me and has allowed me to keep on track. I never
thought I would use it more than my electric pump but I do. I can pump while in the car going to
town, or to visit my family, I can move freely all over the house, grab my baby of he starts crying in
no time flat. It has been truly liberating. This manual pump is just as effective as my electric pump,
its easy to operate with one hand, and as for the squeaking, I found if I disassemble the entire thing,
handle and diaphragm as well and wash out the milk that gets caught up there it remains quite.

http://lamda-maritime.com/images/92f-mos-manual.pdf

Really this manual pump has made all the difference and I can now see me meeting my
breastfeeding goals as an exclusive pumper.Hence the real discount given on product becomes only
14% as compared to 38% projected as attractive offer. The product is very nice, but Amazon should
at least put correct price in website. Customers will loose faith if experiencing same again and
again.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again However, to my greatest surprise it has
stood the taste of time and have proven to be a good product so far.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again The Philips Avent Manual Comfort pump is really comfortable for expressing
the milk without paining. In my case the best time of expressing the milk is while nursing. It could
be expressed easily 8090 ml of milk within 5 mins rather than expressing without nursing. Also dont
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lose the golden period early morning of having ours full milk. In this we can easily pumped out 125
ml of milk in 10 mins. So the pumped is absolutely worked for me and I stored my milk in freezer for
later used for my baby. One important thing is dont lose hope while started using initially. For 34
days we could hardly expressed 20 ml. But as I said use it while nursing or in the early morning. This
is just a great invention by philips of our mothers. Thank you.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Other services works well.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again For
everyday pumping one must buy electric one. This manual pump makes quirky noise while pumping
which can be irritating specially when baby is sleeping. The bottle hold becomes loose when you
start pumping so you need to be careful in order to avoid spilling of milk while pumping. Overall it
does the job but with some pain in hands if you are pumping it regularly.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again A bit squeaky but much quieter than an electric pump.

It is NOT a pump to use to stimulate your milk supply. I would suggest renting a hospital grade
pump to achieve this feat which is what I had to do. Even single electric breast pumps may not work
for this purpose. I have the Medela Swing and it failed in this regard.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again En general lo recomiendo por que si funciona ademas que el precio es
inmejorable, casi 50% menos que en otros lugares. El producto llego abierto por aduana pero en
buenas condiciones.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Cushion is gud. Easy to
sterilise. Dislike Received seal open product. Anti back flow mechanism do work. Leaking is there.
Noisy while pumping. Suction power not so gud. Comparing likes n dislikes product is costly.Sorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again Thought wouldn’t be distrubed by squeaky noise as
usually I don’t get annoyed easily, but it’s kind of disturbing indeed. I recommend not to be cheap
like me and get a normal electric pump, you get what you pay for.”Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Only complaint is I started using it more than I intended when baby was
having feeding difficulties and it developed a squeaky noise somewhere. Every time I pumped the
handle it would make a squeaky noise which was just sort of annoying. Is super easy to clean though
which is great!!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Worst vendor I m working
women and I m returning to work in 6 month. I brought this product reading one review of working
women. Its really working fine but manual effect, patients required. Initially its hard to get 20ml, but
if u find out the timing like I pump early morning 5 to 6, its work great during u r full. It fill, 150ml in
15mins in manual when ur full and its early morning time. I m using it daily basis. Really good
product but manual effect required, easy to clean and carry. Product is good. But I received some
damaged package from vendor.

theydeserveastamp.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/162711d7de9d17---boxster-manual-transmission.pdf

Vendor service is worst. But product is really helpful. Worth to buy for pumping mother.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Very poor suction pressure. Milk doesnot come out at all. Very disappointed. Is not useful at all. R
for rabbit brand is much more useful and less pricey than this philips one. Dont buy. It doesnt have
returns policy. Waste of your moneySorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Llego en
muy buen tiempo, y en excelentes condiciones dentro de su empaque.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Por su tamano puedo llevarlo conmigo cuando salgo. Muy recomendableSorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Back
Frequently Asked Questions Other questions 11 Is my Philips Avent Breast Pump compatible with all
Avent products Will the softer massage cushion still be effective for me. Can I use a Philips Avent
breast pump after a Csection. How do I store breast milk with Philips Avent. Why use a Manual,
Single or Double electric Avent breast pump. Is the Philips Avent Comfort breast pump BPA free.
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Can I use a secondhand Philips Avent breast pump. How to prepare breast milk expressed with
Philips Avent. How do I assemble my Philips AVENT manual breast pump.Why is that Other faults 4
It hurts when using the Philips Avent breast pump. My Philips Avent breast pump is scratched or
cracked My Philips Avent breast pump doesnt release my breast My nipple does not fit the breast
pump. Which massage cushion size is suitable for me. Leaking 1 My Philips Avent breast pump is
leaking Parts and Accessories 1 How can I order spare parts for my appliance. Contact us Questions
about Breast pumps.

I can easily unsubscribe at any time. What does this mean. Subscribe Philips values and respects
your privacy. Please read the Privacy Notice for more information Thanks for subscribing to our
newsletter. Sorry, your subscription to our newsletter failed. Please try again later. Please enable
Javascript Discover MyPhilips Extended warranty on selected products Easy access to product
support Sign up to hear from us about products and promotions Register now Payment We accept
the following payment methods Help with your online order Frequently asked questions Terms and
conditions Search order Student discount Contact us Questions about Breast pumps. Lightweight
and compact, its easy to express onthego. The VAT amount will be deducted from the price shown
above. Look for full details in your shopping basket. See all benefits More comfort, more milk Sit
comfortably without leaning forward as our soft massage cushion gently stimulates your milk flow.
Register More comfort, more milk Manual breast pump with massage cushion One 4oz bottle and
nipple Portable, ideal for on the go Includes bottle and nipple Travel cover and sealing disc Relaxing
position, thanks to its special design The breast pump has a unique design, so your milk flows
directly from your breast into the bottle, even when you are sitting up straight. This means you can
sit more comfortably when pumping no need for you to lean forward to make sure all your milk ends
up in the bottle. Sitting comfortably and being relaxed when pumping, helps your milk to flow more
easily. Soft massage cushion gently stimulates milk flow Our massage cushion has a soft velvety
texture that gives a warm feel to the skin for comfortable, gentle stimulation of your milk flow. The
iconic petal cushion is designed to mimic baby suckling, intended to gently help stimulate let down.
Compact lightweight design The breast pump is small and lightweight, which means it is easy to
store and transport, making pumping onthego more discreet.

Few separate parts and intuitive design Few separate parts and intuitive design. Easily express milk
for your baby, anytime. Includes our Natural bottle and nipple for natural latch on The wide breast
shaped nipple promotes natural latch on similar to the breast, making it easy for your baby to
combine breast and bottle feeding.With your help, we can make an even bigger impact. Join our
Better Me, Better World initiative and help us shape the future by choosing the cause that matters
most to you. Then, enjoy 15% off your next purchase at the Philips online shop. More contact options
Subscribe to our newsletter Receive 15% off your next purchase at the Philips online store Be the
first to hear about new products and sales Early access to exclusive offers and more. Please enable
Javascript Discover MyPhilips Keep track of your product warranty coverage Qualify for cashback,
gifts and special offers Get easy access to product support Register now Payment We accept the
following payment methods Quick links Frequently asked questions Terms and conditions Search
order About Philips Contact us Contact us Questions about Breast pumps. Manual pumps are best
for infrequent pumping, as they take longer than electric pumps to strip the milk from the breast.
Sterilize and wash the Avent Manual Breast Pump before you use it for the first time. Residue on the
plastic can taint the milk, as noted by the Avent Manual Breast Pump instruction manual.
Disassemble the parts, unscrew the top and remove the vent. Place all parts in a sink with warm
water and antibacterial soap, and swish around. Remove the parts and rinse well before spreading
on a towel to air dry. Assemble the parts by slipping the vent in the inside neck of the main pump
body. It should fit snugly over the lip provided. Then, screw on the top portion that holds the pump
handle. Slip the inner plastic cone into the pump funnel and screw on the rounded top piece to
complete the pump body.



Depress the handle a few times to ensure that all the parts are working well. Relax in a chair, and
find a comfortable position. Manual pumping can be tedious and take up to 45 minutes to remove
the milk from the breasts completely, notes Baby Center. Milk typically flows better if you are
relaxed and focused. Pump in front of the TV or while flipping through a magazine to keep you
occupied. Center the funnel over your bare breast, and press the rim of the funnel around your
breast. Your nipple and areola should be in the neck of the funnel while the flesh of your breast rests
comfortably in the mouth of the funnel. Hold the funnel against your breast with one hand, and
depress the handle with the other. The Avent Manual Breast Pump has silicon petals that stimulate
the nipple for better letdown. Press the handle five to six times; hold to stimulate letdown the same
way a nursing baby would. When milk begins to flow, pump consistently as you strip your breast of
breast milk. When the milk stops flowing, switch breasts and repeat the process of letdown and
pumping. Store the milk in airtight containers with the date and time written on the side. Breast
milk can stay at room temperature for four to eight hours, in a refrigerator for three to eight days
and in the freezer for up to three months, reports Family Doctor, the American Academy of Family
Physicians website. She is a support worker in the neonatal intensive care and antepartum units of
her local hospital and recently became a certified group fitness instructor. Something went wrong.
Immaculate condition 13.00 Make offer Avent Manual Breast Pump With 5 Bottles.User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. The shipment of orders to
certain remote locations is excluded from these offers. In these instances, the standard delivery
charge will be visible during the checkout process. On some products, special handling fees may still
apply. While quantities last.

Offer valid only while supplies last and not applicable to canceled orders due to outofstock
merchandise. Discount not applicable with returned merchandise; total discount will be deducted
from the value of any returned item to which the discount applied. This offer is not valid on previous
purchases. This promotional offer may be modified or terminated at any time without notice. Unlike
breast pumps that only operate properly when you lean forward, the Philips Avent Comfort Manual
Breast Pump allows you to sit comfortably upright as you pump, while the pumps angled neck lets
milk flow naturally from breast to bottle. It features a soft massage cushion with textured petals
intended to help gently stimulate milk flow by mimicking your babys natural suckling patterns.
Please select a store before adding to CartThe shipment of orders to certain remote locations is
excluded from these offers. We reserve the right to cancel any order due to unauthorized, altered, or
ineligible use of a discount.Such factors as a childs developmental skill set and toy popularity help
determine the enjoyment levels of a product. Please use these ratings as guidelines, and use
sensitivity when purchasing products based on the individuals that you are shopping for. Based on
your own experience with a product, feel free to also offer reviews and feedback on the website for
other customers to learn from. Unlike breast pumps that only operate properly when you lean
forward, the Philips Avent Comfort Manual Breast Pump allows you to sit comfortably upright as you
pump, while the pumps angled neck lets milk flow naturally from breast to bottle.

Soft, textured massage cushion helps stimulate milk flow Compact, lightweight design of the pump
body makes it easy to hold and position on your breast Compatible with other Philips Avent feeding
products, such as Natural and Anticolic bottles and breast milk storage containers
BPAFreeToys”R”Us, Babies”R”Us are registered trademarks of Toys”R”Us Canada Ltd. Simply enter
in your Gift Card number and PIN and click Learn more about cookies. You can unsubscribe at
anytime. Subscribe Personal information provided may be collected, used and disclosed in
accordance with our Privacy Policy Connect with Us Connect with us on your favourite social
networks. We’ll let you know what we’re up to, and you can tell us how we’re doing. With a unique
design that helps to pump comfortably and a soft massage cushion, this breast pump set will help
you express breast milk comfortably. During pumping, it imitates your baby’s suckling action for
natural let down. Read More Product Description Wondering how will you feed your baby during the



day once your maternity leave ends. Here is a comfortable breast pump from Philips AVENT that will
not only help you express milk, but also stimulate your milk flow with its design. Comfortable
Pumping Position You neednt lean forward while expressing milk with this pump. Its unique design
lets you sit straight, so you can be relaxed while expressing milk. This, in turn, ensures that all your
milk flows easily into the bottle. This stimulates the milk flow. This cushion is designed to replicate
your babys suckling and enable natural flow of milk. This adds to the convenience of placing and
holding the pump while expressing milk. It is easy to store and carry in your handbag while
travelling. This pump comes with 3 storage cups, all of which can be stored in the fridge or the
freezer. The 3 containers given to store milk looks like made up of cheap plastic.Manual one
consume too much of energy.

READ MORE Hareej Hebbur Certified Buyer, Bangalore Dec, 2014 2 0 Permalink Report Abuse 1 DO
NOT BUY this product has manufacturing defect. This product has manufacturing defect. The pump
thread and the container thread do not fit tightly. Also the attachment provided with nipple and the
container do not fit tightly and result in leakage during feeding.As per them sterilizing product will
resolve this issue but it never happened. READ MORE Flipkart Customer Sep, 2016 2 1 Permalink
Report Abuse 5 Mindblowing purchase Its all i can say lifesaver for my wife, very nice and must to
have READ MORE Amit Bhattacharyya Certified Buyer, Kolkata Oct, 2016 1 0 Permalink Report
Abuse 5 Good one I suggest to buy this product. This is very good and serves the purpose READ
MORE Anusha k Jul, 2016 1 0 Permalink Report Abuse 1 Biggest mistake of my life. Dont buy ita not
returnable. I had requested for milk pump and 3 cups and what was sent by Sairam Enterprise is a
pump only. People dont buy from flipkart better go to local stores and have it. These guys cant even
manage there vendors properly. READ MORE Ninad Kshirsagar Certified Buyer, Pune Oct, 2016 2 2
Permalink Report Abuse 5 Worth every penny Useful product for working women READ MORE
sandhya Shenoy Certified Buyer, Bangalore May, 2017 0 0 Permalink Report Abuse 4 Really Nice
very good product READ MORE MONTU BISWAS Certified Buyer, Ichapur Mar, 2017 0 0 Permalink
Report Abuse 5 Awesome Nice n worth the price. Post your question Safe and Secure Payments.
Easy returns. 100% Authentic products. That is why we created our most comfortable breast pump
yet sit comfortably with no need to lean forward and let our soft massage cushion gently stimulate
your milk flow. See all benefits This product qualifies for VAT relief If youre eligible for VAT relief on
medical devices, you can claim it on this product.
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